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This fast-paced world we all now live amongst, affects all in one way, or another. The problem is
that most people don’t realize how, or pin point areas in their life, or society in general; which may be
affecting them negatively. These modern times undoubtedly cause stress to all. Indeed, some could use
reminding of how arduous basic aspects of life were in the past. Nevertheless, much of humankind isn’t
equipped for this life. Once major stress or negative stressors get a hold of them, there’s no escape
avenues for many. For others, the only avenue is the prevention of stress. Some feel they’re elite and
could make the decision to do-away with most the population anyways, (less 1 billion or so, for workers), but are
they truly elite? Elite in what, I ask you? Perchance, at some point we’ll need to define the word elite.
Let’s first examine an individual who lives a life of solitude. It doesn’t have to be an individual
who’s dwelling in their own despair, but for example a depressed person who has for the most part,
removed themselves from society will suffice. Otherwise, we have others who don’t want much activity
within society, spend most their time in nature, or attempt these lives themselves, but are made rather
difficult due to children. Anyhow, any individual will continue to have connections to our modern/fastpaced society, even if they spend most their time alone at home. They need an income, they need to go
to the doctors or get food for the house. They’ll be forced into some phone calls, using a cell with text

messaging likely. They may be compelled to send an email or two and will surely use the web for a
source of information, shopping or paying bills. It appears that even if unwilling, at the least some minor
tasks will be completed (or attempted) using modern, and sometimes unnecessarily-complicated devices.
Indeed, it’s not only electronic devices noted here for discussion, but the manner others may ask you for
something, or methods you’re expected you to perform a task, etcetera. This example of a solitary figure
certainly resides on the outside of the spectrum, and they may dislike these manners of completion for
obligations or how modern society operates in general. Nevertheless, it intrudes into their life in multiple
ways. Inevitably, every person assumes multiple elements of their life’s taking time’s taken away from
their family, or what they enjoy. Many of these unwanted scenarios will be blamed on how society
operates presently. Naturally, what’s less noticed is the manners of which certain tasks are sped-up. Due
do participation of events and from learning knew thing they’re not interested in or fond of, (outside of
work and/or school is what matters here), this may cause

forgetfulness is other welcomed areas.

Before we elaborate deeper in this chapter, on our thirst for a more sophisticated conversation,
we must now compare the drug-addict to the person of solidarity in a busybody world. Don’t worry, this
evaluation holds implementations on our overall conversation. The full-blown heroin or crystal meth
addict who’s unemployed has certainly removed themselves from society. Some of them would disagree

feeling there remains too much interfering with a complex society of their own. They may envision their
society being with one as the true, working, raising a family, and paying bills society. Of course, they’re
not in-tune with current news or other elements of society similar in nature. With such large
communities of their own, it’s no surprise some feel they’re living in the norm.
In many cases the addict will have hobbies or interests, such as the technology of new cellphones, computers, or video game systems. Only we witness when they’re actively using illegal
substances or especially when going through a period of hindrance obtaining enough high-quality drugs,
it’s during these stretches, they completely neglect their interests. Typically, caused by a lack of food
and basic-essentials from their addiction and its required finances, developing their life into a monolithic

experience. Later-on, they may produce stretches relenting in their use and obtaining sobriety altogether.
Now their family and/or friends hear non-stop talking about their Android 7.0, (or whatever), but
afterwards, when old habits return, the next few models released go completely unnoticed. Now, ask
them if they believe the past terrorist attack was a false-flag. Do you think they’ll believe it was? No,
they don’t, but it’s possible they might. Problem being, they’ll have no idea what you’re talking about, if
you were to ask them.
Although, I must imply here, this addict who’s far removed from our norm, remains greatly
affected by the information-age. Although, spite of the name it’s the deceptive society of greed and
false-witness that’s truly related to the addict’s downfall. It probably feels, what’s portrayed in the news
makes no difference. This occurs when individuals believe the news isn’t factual or simply propaganda,
however, this continues to occur even when these are taken out the equation. Yes, many know it’s
become pointless or perhaps harmful to listen to our television news. They may not be alert to where
they can receive the truth, and may even begin thinking there’s nobody they can trust. They may plainly
not care. Nonetheless, they remain minorly involved enough with the internet, social media, and what’s
out in public in general. Information comes in, goes by missed, and is forgotten. They focus on nothing
for too long, and pay little attention to much, even personal affairs. They want immediate results in
everything and are stressed when they don’t receive them, or must apply work at achieving them.

Imagine how difficult it must become for them specifically, to remain calm and productive without fast
results? This only hurts then when they fall behind in current events or the technology they once
enjoyed.
We’ve established and can most likely agree, that presently our culture consists of complicated
and busybody lives. It’s a place where so many important and once interesting events now go unheeded.
Therefore, do people like the drug-addict possess a nonchalant focus causing them to fall behind? The
answer for the addict would be, yes. Nonetheless, it appears most people cannot process everything

that’s going on, America’s simply too fast and big. Therefore, the addict suffers from both, but we
realize it’s not completely the drugs causing this reaction. Furthermore, in this complex world around us
the bad people, as well as the good, are more likely to get away with deplorable behavior. Most
Americans can’t even keep up with their jobs, homes, and families. Some neglect their families for
work, whence others perform poorly at work, and we can effortlessly observe this trait all-over.
As far as the drug-addict, they must take-in full responsibility for their behavior of addiction.
Although, they’re unfairly becoming affected by this society. Mostly, by those residing in powerful
positions, who’re flooding our once beloved communities with drugs; and everyone’s affected by their
flooding of immigrants. People can argue this thought or argue the common stereotypes involves, but

other countries install in their immigrants a sense of pride and love for the prior citizens. We observe
this in many immigrants of the U.S; indeed, much has also taught us that new immigrants need to be
informed of the sacrifices others have and now are making.

Passage I ~ Section II

The ordinations of the addict, when advised of a surrogate addict having overdosed and passedaway, the remark is barely apprehended. The level of consideration into the response that follows is
contemptible at best. This is not always the vindication, of course, but it’s the norm. Occasionally, the
addict might honestly be upset and swear to their involvement in the wake and/or funeral, but these
comments are suspect. (referring to whether they’ll truly show-up). It may be forgotten or a busy life takes
away their time to show respect. Quite possibly, the level of concern after being notified of the other
individual’s death, was simply an act. This moments already consumed in money-making operations,
catching up on their missed duties prior to becoming high, simply enjoying the high, knowing the
lifestyle is unlikely to leave availability for the event, etcetera. They may know deep within themselves
they should possess a heightened level of care. Likewise, is this genuinely required these days, anyhow?

They know they won’t have to act upon what they said or even speak on this matter again.
Can we see how this same scenario above or something of a slightly less harsh environment, is
presumable in current times with the non-addict, as well? I’m not suggesting the two are correspondent,
but all people residing in the U.S.A. have an abundance of excuses today. No only this, but more and
more excuses are becoming available with a greater amount labeled as exceptive. Another troublesome
trend involves the level of which an excuse is considered acceptable. The bar has been greatly lowered
with many citizens. A matter of fact, what does a family member, close friend, or work associate even

say to the others involved, after the missing an important event? The answer very well may be: nothing.
We’ve reached that point, where it’s excepted that people are too busy with something else. In many
situations, no excuse or explanation perchance, will be needed for justification. Possibly, no apology is
necessary in situations, once deemed unacceptable.
When you have a population residing together in a state/country, if values become diminished,
this should be analyzed by all. A proprietary response should then be commenced. This is simply that
natural occurrence of a unified population. So, now what do we think of the globalist eliminating
sovereignty throughout our world? Don’t be too quick to oppose them, per contra, all aspects of live
come with pros and cons. Many individuals purpose their strength in defending what’s right, only to

display a natural urging for an enemy. In the past I’m aware I was guilty of this, as most of us are.
Please, don’t speak on behalf of something unless you’ve acquired experience. As for attributing new
learning, both/all side of the equation must be analyzed; not to mention, the past, present, and future.
We do have many people to attempt living on the outside of this fast-pace world. Huddled-up to
a small group or remaining alone, in nature or at home all-day. Then one day, similar to many others,
they need to make a call, and receive the typical annoying operating system. They complain about
talking to the automated system, referring to it as “talking to a computer” as they just wasted forty-five
(45) minutes

on hold. Other’s believe it better for themselves, to be out working and around others in a

busy environment where you’re totally sucked into the modern fast-pace world. They may not even
notice or deal with all the annoying things while removed taking up your time and causing stress. Either
way, nobody can escape it completely.
It’s true individuals with great intelligence can process mostly all the vital information needed,
and accomplish tasks without becoming stress. Some people have computer-like brains and enjoy
processing information and remembering the info when needed. Although, they’d have to be placed into
the correct situation to use it effectively.
We have huge amounts of information being poured into our brains.

Large amounts being poured into, and out, of our brains.

Passage I ~ Section III

Human Beings have always felt a need for a strong belief in faith. With thousands of years of
writings, we can see some beliefs are simply an effect of evolutionary change. Many beliefs are based

on doctrine. We’re witness to many beliefs based (or claimed) on personal experiences. Although, all
belief became persuaded into a certain direction, as is with doctrine. Notwithstanding, if we travel back
in time far enough, we’ll discover humans who’re using/displaying mostly blind faith.
Now it sees scientists are making connections with either spiritual elements or possibly other
dimensions. Howbeit, physicists dissect quantum physics situated strictly in complicated mathematics.
Do you and others have thoughts or beliefs in this?
Many continue to analyze philosophy, conceivably dating back to the first logical philosophers
of ancient Greece. They wanted to establish a common-ground for everyone, based of rational thinking.
This goal remains attempted today, but society altogether is a remnant with a diversity of beliefs. A
multifold postulate redundantly people are deprived of reasonable intelligence. All elements of life will
be adequate, if we confront all issues using rational thinking throughout a judicial resolution. This
method is undoubtedly effective in a high majority of situation. We saw this brought back to life during
the so-called Enlightenment period. Not to mention, without regard to the prior infamous usages of the
words enlightenment and illumination. These were terms first coined by the Early Christians. They were
a reference towards the period ending Antiquity, when Christianity finally reigned supreme, as the
Western Roman Empire fell under its belief and mostly its control. Of ‘course, the anti-Church thinktanks of the enlightenment found it appropriate to name this the Dark Ages; although Christ was the
light to many. Also, these terms were directly used for a person Baptism, as they were born again, into
Christianity.
Nevertheless, this goal of rational thinking through the masses, in some ways remains attempted
today (or simply enslavement of the masses, if we want to take it, this far). I believe all elements of life will be
adequate, if we confront all issues using rational thinking throughout a judicial resolution. This method
is undoubtedly effective in a high majority of situational elements of society throughout our world.
Their does remain a recurring and major problematic issue of concern to address. The moment
individuals commence discussing the birth of the universe and/or meaning of human life. Will these
reasoned conversations of analysis, continue to work in this scenario? Should humans discontinue overthinking in such areas? My interpretation is we could agree on a designer of the universe, and
differentiate in whether He’s effecting our present lives on earth. Maybe, this creator hasn’t been active
since the cosmos commencement, or possibly His powers are fully immersed in simply containing the
proper operation of the universe?
Then again, it does appear humans have a special connection to the mystical world. Why else
would we obtain a heighten understanding of ourselves whence walking in church. A feeling most
connot explain, but they feel that connection to God. With all the pharmaceuticals in the world today,

nobody including scientists can detect the source or how to control our electricity which is the life
source of our human beings. Electromagnetic waves from outside the human body can travel into our
brain cells producing some element of life, which we cannot produce without the outside help; this is
proven. Christians will not just raise up to heaven when their time has come to pass. They will enter by
transference to another dimension, that currently we cannot see. Possibly, this dimension uses the same
area we live amongst presently.
My main issue to indicate, is all the atheists and Satanist have developed us into a complicated
society with exceedingly false information. Also, they disperse too great a variety, of information for
humans to process through developmental stages of young children, right up through developing into

young adults. The Zionists, other Globalists, and ridiculous groups such as the Freemasons, are
exceedingly trying to wipe clean the existence of Christ. Simultaneously, the financially elite belonging
members of these groups (perhaps, excluded from others) are contributing towards flooding our communities
with drugs. This makes them rich, whilst infecting our brotherhood of understanding. They want us to
remove ourselves from any religion. On the contrary, their school books, magazines, television, movies,
and especially the news, are based on soul damaging lies. When individuals find out the same people
(politicians) they trust

to protect their communities, are the same people in charge of trafficking the drugs

which reach their neighborhoods, this has a soul damaging effects.
As it appears, the same people trying to abolish Christianity, are the same people sending us back
(maybe, backwards) to the need of a strong Christian soul within our being. Sending us back to the need
of praying to Christ and asking for God’s grace to get is through another stressful day or event. When an
intelligent person from a family with strong morals falls victim to the drugs in society, depending on
how far they travelled on the precipice towards Hell, they may have no choice but a return to Christ for
redemption. God’s the only force powerful enough that’s known,

lifestyle of Early Christians exactly, in our modern world. That’s
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right; when claiming the only truly righteous

simply ridiculous, because we’ve already given in to the use of

man to ever walk the Earth had to beg
forgiveness to His parents for sin. Because as

complex earthly inventions. There’s no need to continue to have

John put-it, when giving just one example “in
Him, there is no sin” that’s why we worship,

to help individuals battling through extreme tribulations.
A strong Christian life-style is what many individuals need
to succeed. On the contrary, there’s certainly no need to follow the

thousands of sects claiming they used the most accurate doctrine
of two-thousand (2,000 yrs.) years ago. The Reformation was full
with ‘and I understand why many were changing their beliefs and
moving into a new direction’ yet it still produced a ton of false-

we don’t dissect make other assumptions
towards His childhood, no matter how likely
someone thinks it is, especially the Pope!

doctrine being taught. We could modernize the religion for everyone. It becomes opened-up whilst it
maintains a strong and traditional foundation Nevertheless, we don’t modernize in the methods of our
anti-Pope Francis!
We begin with the Truth. What’s truth and how is it decided upon within countries invested in
numerous cultures? The answer’s: it cannot happen to perfection, and will in all, remain a great distance
from perfection. Certain ideas could be brought to light only with the use of the internet. (our only opensource of media).

Passage I ~ Section III

I’ve decided to use my hobby of astronomy as an example of goals used by many financial elite.
Especially, those who believe heaven’s out somewhere beyond Pluto, and we must discover a method to
arrive their ourselves. For most elite, such as the owners of Cern in Switzerland/France they desire to
find the entrance to Hell. Billions of dollars go into our exploration of space, and trillions more are
needed. This is something the so-called elite would love to enslave 90% of mankind over, to be use for
generating the money needed. To have huge populations under control, working such as they desire,
(little rights & big hrs.), and

to withdraw as much taxes as they please.

We must admit NASA has made good progress. Unfortunately, it was taken over by the U.S.
military. On the contrary, do we want to avow more greedy corporations to become involved?
Competition in new technology could exceed operations, but how many can generate the money needed
for excursions throughout our solar system. A problem is that some believe anything they’re told, and
others don’t. All the while, neither are capable or possess the time available for proper research.
Therefore, they’ll avoid attention in these areas. We’re constantly told scientific facts about the universe
(other topics, as well) that

simply aren’t known. Henceforth, I refuse to believe many of the newer claims.

By example: the distance to another galaxy; because light travels 186,000 MPS, and claims of millions
of light years in distance from earth, seem to evade catch my attention.
Nevertheless, true facts about space are all simply mind-blowing as well. Their physics with
chalkboard-covering mathematical equations are correct, at least in our own solar system. (which in itself
is, an enormous area). NASA

just operated the Cassini-Horizons spacecraft around Saturn and interpolating

its moons. Horizons separated itself and landed on a moon, plus they drove Cassini right-on through

Saturn’s rings. The New Horizons probe recently sent back (never-before seen) up-close pictures of Pluto:
Simply unbelievable.
On the contrary, everything is labeled a fact in science. It’s misleading because all these facts
later become corrected. Einstein’s theory of relativity received much praise simply because the theory
held-up, for so long; although recently becoming dismantled. The overall period of sociology of which
we now live in, is becoming more and more misleading and deceitful. Many areas of humankind are
currently progressing, but with a weak foundation. When they get too big for this foundation, only one
thing can occur.
We analyze pros and cons, but without doubt I want to learn more about our universe. This is
about an agreement to generate money and technology to explore deeper into space, while traditionalists
will remain knowing that salvation is gained through Christ. We attain paradise through following His
word. (not seeking it, ourselves).
More interesting is: Every brilliant philosopher we study and love, and 100% of the theologians
fall into the next category. We must realize that even those as recent as the 20th century had never seen
how the Earth and Universe appear from above the clouds. This is a new age of mankind and of
Christianity. Sure, man has known we live on a planet the shape of a sphere for many centuries, but
could they accurately envision everything? Where are the brilliant writings from men, at the most

important time of mankind’s existence: the past 70 years? Let’s forget and move-on past the philosophy
of the enlightenment, which is nothing but psychology. We were given one of my favorite thinkers
Thomas Paine, and others alike. He wrote gloriously on the rights of man, but that all led to a culture
based on money not ethics. Capitalist greed for money, instead of dignity or the seeking of virtue.
Thereupon, I ask you what you think, when this word elite continues to show-up in your life. Do they
seriously use this word to relate to how much money someone has? Is this the society you’re so proud to
live in?
Even Christians must recognize, an argument to discredit Christianity can be commenced due
to recent discoveries/technology/knowledge combined with the behavior of traditional Christians. Only
as we analyze our people who’ve already moved on from Christianity, their deceitful ways and dishonest
communication with others, we now get a strong argument in defense of Christianity. (Not to mention,
Darwin’s evolution and other sciences). So,

can I choose to love Christ and the Church, yet be open to analyze

our current role so long after the death of Jesus. The Word of God remains firm through time, never
producing variables. In this area Pope Francis is ever-so blasphemous. Despite the Reformation with its
own, and present Jewish media onslaught, the Catholic Church was the strongest faith, most accurate
doctrine, and longest lasting church that spent over a millennium catering to the needs of new converts.

It's been by far the world leader in education, medicines, and helping 3rd world nations; by far.
Nonetheless, it’s been under constant attacks by the financial elite who want to enslave its large
population. Ever since the Rothchild’s and Freemasons muscled in their control, installing pedophiles by
the way, the traditional Church in Rome has ceased to exist. Your local Catholic Church is fine, but
please don’t listen to Pope Francis, a very influential man.
I’ve come to notice that Christ never made His return as promised. Hence, believe it’s yet to
come, even though the Apostles themselves were expecting to be witnesses. I personally believe if the
antichrist continues to consolidate power worldwide, finally forms one central government with a single
global-religion worshipping Satan - as what’s currently in the works, this will be the moment our Savior

returns. All those who never gave in to this antichrist movement, being coerced by the U.S. economy,
government, media, and military to accomplish their goals – these people will be labeled as the elect,
granted immortality in the heavens.
Notwithstanding, we have no idea why Christ has not yet come. Possibly we’re missing
something, maybe the reason of which prevented Him. He most likely is watching how man proceeds on
this earth for now. We’ve been witness to dark times, albeit nothing compared to what He knows is in
our future. Its possible God wants man to develop what we can, use the earths chemical make-up, and
eventually we’ll discover just exactly why we are. After 2 thousand years (2,000yrs,) maybe man is
supposed to search for heaven himself? Can man handle this earthly technology? Is Christ watching to
see if we use it correctly to accomplish something great, or just get got up in its entertainment, and
bogged down in our progress due to time and energy towards seeking earthly pleasures.

Passage I ~ Section IV

I like technology, although forget God, our own governments using it for the wrong reasons;
taking away our rights. I also enjoy astronomy. I want to contribute towards traveling further through
space. I don’t mind the idea of a financially elite international class working towards this goal; as the
rest of the world lives more modestly and working hard for (1 thing) generating money for NASA, via
taxes`. Here we generate two main issues.
1.

In a sense, yes people are slaves to the upper class, their rules and control. If they truly lived

decently while working towards our unified goals, instead of living with the most material possessions
they can accumulate in their life, then this idea is good. Only with their history of lies and poor
treatment of the middle-class on down, we could never trust them. Already we assume that after years of

using our taxes, once spacecraft land on a meteorite rich with huge diamonds or on Mars, the space
programs will quickly be privatized so only a few become rich. They argue they need this money for
future operations, but do they truly need it all with future taxes? How do we trust the answers we’re
told? Besides, many will consider us slaves and this is a huge problem. As far as using the word slaves:
we must realize, the people still currently receive technology like touch screen cellphones, etc.; unheard
only 15 years ago. As time moved forward, we’ll receive more and continue living what’s considered by
many, the greatest lives of existence compared to the rest of history.
2.

The upper-class elite has to begin a campaign to show a newly consecrated honesty. False-Flag

terrorist attacks, a television placed in every home taken-over for complete propaganda usages,

unthinkable murders of our greatest men…such an incredible list of sins!
What the globalists are using as a technique to consolidate their power is all wrong. The U.S.A.’s
and E.U’s fear campaign launched on its own people is such a disgraceful act, that it cannot be forgiven.
Apparently, there weren’t major issues to be fixed if they needed terror-attacks to do so. They’re
creating a need for Christ and further separating the two major groups involved. The new technology
should be used to speak through to people honestly. The more of these remarkable sins they commit, the
more of a need there is for Christ in our lives.
Although, we also need some agreement into humans using the Earth’s chemical make-up, for

our exploration deeper into outer-space. If I ascertain the thought I’ll make it to Heaven by a strong
believe in Jesus and living through the Word of God, that shouldn’t affect the thoughts or lives of any
scientists. I’m sure we can mutually agree upon One Maker, which designed the Universe. Henceforth,
some will believe that human intelligence and invention is superior to all, and we ourselves must find a
way through outer-space, to find our making in heaven. Others would think staying away from these
material obsessions, to correctly honor God, as He is sovereign. God’s divinity will always reign
supreme over mortal being, likewise, to ourselves. These two positions may be vastly opposite, but to
each-his-own, as the vastness of Earth, leaves enough living-space for all.
Furthermore, we must jointly agree on a basic set of morals where man/woman do not murder,
torture, lie, rape and steal. This list couldn’t be very detailed. It’s practically impossible not to evaluate
adding on, but right there and then, this experiment will cease to exist. Naturally, there will be some
extra sins that most everybody continues to believe are wrong. Thus said, I must point-out that bearing
false witness is certainly incorporated under lying.
If Christians [FOR EXAMPLE] were stubbornly refusing to hear God the Almighty being referred to
as the Maker or Designer. Likewise, not excepting this Creator who may or may not have anything to do
with the events post-creation, or any evolving elements of life on Earth. With Christians [FOR EXAMPLE]

infuriated at those who believe in such things, this sociological experiment would culminate as
unsuccessful. Unless, they simply kept their thoughts to themselves, as they’ll be many other firm
Christians for them to spend their private time amongst. Besides it’s been through history Christianity
that was the leading religion of peace and accepting of others. Even accepting others to live amongst
them, and this could possibly be the main reason for the issues of today, but we’ll examine this theory
coming up. Not to mention, for the most part these belief systems will be kept concealed, but of-course
be exposed occasionally in different elements of society. It sounds like, I’m more-or-less referring to the
religious freedoms that the first Christians built this country on, at its commencement. So how did we
drift so far away from this? Why did these Satanists, Globalists, Atheists, Zionists, Evangelical
Christians, and forcing Luciferian others begin such disheartening dishonesty?
Mainly because they were too worried about changing others’ views, instead of intelligently
proving their own to be more feasible. Many Americans believe much of their false claims, and then
young Americans jump on the bandwagon, as they’re thinking religion has no place in this futuristic
land we live in. On the contrary, the high majority of these self-proclaimed Atheists, are Luciferians and
the others are mostly in-part Satanists, as well; As are the Zionists which make-up over 90% of all Jews.
Therefore, all these young adults buying into their deception of agreeing on the removal of God, don’t
realize that if they were successful in their goals, they would then begin converting these new falsely
influenced Atheists into Devil worshippers.
Do they truly believe in Satanism, or are they humans who possess a spiritual need, but have
become lost souls on their quest for the truth? As it appears to me, they’re more faking their religious
beliefs. If true, this would be damaging to the Atheists, because this would imply the human-beings need
for attempting to believe in something divine. This becomes understood, because if they’re focused on
changing others instead of proving their own beliefs, wouldn’t this entail really don’t think the
hypothesis in question (Luciferianism) can be proven to show validity? They may want you to come-over to
their side after you’ve departed from your own beliefs. However, this is only after they repeatedly lie to
you and load you up with propaganda. In many cases they destroy, or even take lives. Finally, you’re

slowly and unknowingly incorporated into their religion. Why would anyone want to be part of a
religion, which they believe in and love that has other members who are only there, because they went
through the previously mentioned deceitful routine?

Passage I ~ Section V

Okay, it’s not simply Satanism. Luciferianism isn’t considered just Satanism. Past members of
the illuminati have claimed it makes-up 1% of the U.S. population. Members involve most past
Presidents (if not all, besides maybe JFK) and childish groups such as the freemasons, council on foreign
relations, skull and bones, zionist jews (most jews), etcetera. They all use symbolism from the ancient
mystery religions of Egypt and Babylon; or from the Roman Empire. There’s a large element of Gnosis
(if you’re truly ignorant to Gnosticism, go on YouTube) which

reveals they don’t believe in salvation through Christ,

but human must acquire the knowledge to reveal our meaning of life, and possibly eternal life. The past
sentence doesn’t sound too bad, right? Yes, it does because these people remain viewing Satan as God.
They perform child sacrifice services while in foolish dress and surrounded by Satanic symbolism.

It appears to me, that no matter what the case is here, the lying with false-witness alone
discredits them from becoming seriously recognized. Let alone, spending their time on earth attacking
other good people, when so many bad and cold-hearted people exist. Furthermore, they’re discredited
for the many situations where murder or possibly worse, sickening pedophilia was intricated.
Yes, they widely accept pedophilia, possibly stemming from the Jewish Talmud, which has its
roots in Babylon. After-all, pedophilia’s a great way of mind control. Some even have guidelines in
place: sodomize a child for 120 consecutive days, afterwards grant them days-off – you now own the
child. I’ll wrap this up because it’s impossible to discuss, but remember we must expose them. Also,
who knows how many child sacrifices have been carried through with; what pussies. The jews
performed child sacrifices since at least after 70 A.D; that I’m aware of, but I haven’t researched this
thoroughly, Just be aware that it was much more than usury which had them removed from 44 countries.
(but Hitler was the bad guy for pleading to the world, he wanted them removed from Germany).

Thereupon, what will possess any credibility? Can I still support some basic earthly pleasures
and NASA’s pursuit to discover more in our universe? Is an organization such as NASA highly
connected with these groups? Or, is it the international bankers, international corporations, and the
Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) we strictly worry about? Why’s their so much animosity between
these two groups on Earth? Even with these questions I see disagreement over who thinks they’re

correct. We need established conferences with all angles and groups analyzed to make the proper (or
best) assessment possible.
We obviously a far more arduous task to unite everyone into exploring our meaning further,
when we have the F.B.I. pulling-off stunts such as the Boston Marathon Bombing. For those few who
remain unaware, this act has 100% been proven to be an inside job on behalf of our own government.
The very day of the event some U.S. citizens were crashing the news conferences with pictures. The
double amputee soldier (who lost legs in Afghanistan) laying on the ground at the finish line pretending his

legs just got blown off, was just a slight bit overboard on the F.B.I.’s part. Luckily after only having 3
min maximum to live in such a situation without medical care, after pretending to stupidly work on
others less injured on both sides of him, 7 minutes later they sat him upright in a wheelchair without
even tying off his legs. Instead of being laid down, legs elevated on a stretcher, they proceeded to wheel
him away from the medical help and down some alley. Just what the hell happened to us, as a people
that day? Going door to door pointing semi-automatics in the elderly’s faces, upon open the door to their
own homes.

Passage I ~ Section VI

Below displays the power when a person has fallen to an underlying position in their life, which
could certainly be due to these non-stop attacks on our society or a removal of having a purpose in life.
Christianity is being welcomed here, as it brings forth the same meaning to life that was so successful
for humans for two millennia.
Here we can vision someone who remains in the place they were at when extremely depressed.
Perchance, arriving all the way to a rehab or psychiatric facility. The problem here would be the
methods used to heal. A separation of church and state means they can teach as much Christianity as
they wish without interference by the state. Only the jews and illuminati globalists continue to
manipulate the wording of church and state. Which this phrase is never stated within the actual law. This
is simply a figure of speech coined by T. Jefferson. Whether Christians donate material to these
facilities, which we need far more of this happening, they search out a church, or however Christ is
incorporated into their lives - now the depression’s being removed, as a deluge of positive motivation
rushes through their internal being. Maybe not always, they may remain disturbed and depressed at
different moments throughout the day. For some snap-out-of-it with more bliss, and apply new
motivation more affectively. They may perhaps begin moving forward with success in society.
For many others, it plainly helps them battle through the spells of depression, and urges they
can’t satisfy in the same manner as were previously accustomed to; or as others are. We’ll typically
witness this back-and-forth behavior, between a critical level of depression, and moments where the
Holy Spirit is brought out of them with delight. Labeling the depression critical, implies their inability to
control themselves in a constructive manner. Nevertheless, this mid-level back and forth conditional
behavior in most circumstances eliminates any full-blown, self-inflicting attacks of suicidal depression;
meaning suicide attempts. With the drug-addict, it eliminates poor impulse control. For this phase of

their life, Jesus Christ may not have improved their life, (although, He will for many), but He has saved their
life.

1 Ephesians 1:17
God gives us the Spirit of wisdom and revelation, so that we may know Him

2

We’ve already taken notice how beneficial, not to mention critical through times of tribulation,

that He is to us. That His Kingdom is forever available for us to take full advantage of. As we develop
into agents of God, fully involved in His kingdom on Earth, we also become confident with the
knowledge as we fathom in using the most omnipotent force susceptible to us. With ingenuous
acknowledgement of the Godhead, we will never serve a false God. Nor, will we be left defenseless
without answers to any propitious forces, or forms of intelligence which attempts to stand in our way, by
challenging us or blocking our path. The C.F.R. (illuminati) are well aware of the strength of united
Christians. For the non-Christian who stands in against the N.W.O. Globalists, I have news for you, it’s
because of Christ, that you’re not completely their servant yet. †{Final Section}
3

The more luminous communication we have with Him, raises assurances that we're taken the

best method towards self-improvement. It displays to us the confidence we’ve appropriated, that we are
not just challenging, but also defeating the antichrist. This being the devil’s dominions that continuously
block the path in our life, which leads towards a life of righteousness. These globalists purposely flow
our communities with drugs to: 1) become more rich 2) keep us from challenging their power. Why
wouldn’t we openly oppose the C.I.A. and their global drug-trafficking, especially Afghanistan? If Bill
Clinton (while Governor) George W. Bush have been named as the head members of the cocaine trafficking
into the U.S.A; why wouldn’t we want this exposed, so another heartless maniac doesn’t become our

President?

Passage I ~ Section VII

How would a society operate without mutual trust amongst its people? Is it no wonder our world
was broken up in small nations containing mostly each the same ethnic-group. Analyzing Europe now,

thinking of small an area with so many peoples claiming different ethnicities is difficult for us to
imagine now, but how long I our minds our we traveling back, no more than a mere century?
We remain dreaming of all living united, yet when we get along in America there’ll be too much
unnecessary discussion referring to ethnicities, sexual preferences, etcetera. Going back into analyzing
Europe, the truth is the people still don’t want the same society and laws as their neighbors. The trilateral commission (Europe’s Bilderbergers and illuminati) remained so far from this goal of unification that
Europe was flooded with Third World immigrants to help wipe out individualism, and contribute to the
demise of sovereignty. This sparks non-stop political debates travelling back and forth, only we keep the
diminishing of sovereignty moving, albeit slowly, forth never back; however, this retrogression goes

unnoticed, masked by the distractions.
Enough confusion taken place yet? On top of everything there’s now a continuity of terrorattacks. The worst consequences of this is these attacks may take place anywhere at any time. The
agenda of these attacks, is to spread terror throughout the community. It’s a fear campaign to gain power
over the people.
Let’s analyze what naturally occurs when we fall for these staged attacks, as being terroristattacks. We already had attacks and massive African immigration into Italy. The only way an Italian
could walk down a formerly safe street into the town square, or to the sit on a bench by the fountain or

in the park, is to ask the government for additional help in protecting them; and this is the worst
response a person could have. At first, these Italians would see more police everywhere, but eventually
Italian military soldiers walking and monitoring these areas. You should feel very safe walking through
now, while armed soldiers are there to protect you, although you’re surprised you notice a few African,
few women, and one Arab soldiers now wearing the Italian uniform.
As time moves forward, they won’t feel like they’re there to protect you the Italian citizen,
because a far greater number of these soldiers won’t even be Italian. So, what are Italians anyways? Are
they an African people or an Arab people? ___I heard at one point they were a Mediterranean people
from southern Europe, but they were too weak and unintelligent not to have their Nation taken-over; by
jewish masons who intern handed the nation over to Africans and later the Arabs as well. The Jewish
media allied themselves with the blacks, and they’d produced movies with the Africans bragging about
impregnating the Italian men’s daughters. However, at this point they were too powerful with their allies
the Jews and Arabs, so the few remaining citizens of Italian ethnicity, must be lowered to this evil
onslaught of cruelty. After millennia of pride, look what primitive people defeated them in the end.
Furthermore, we need to look at who were the architects behind the scenes, delivering the third world
nations power to conquer.

Passage I ~ Section VIII
Christianity’s the only religion that believes and focusses on all good. All people united as being
good. This will be the time, we’re awarded our destiny.
Everything else focus on good and evil. The two must exist to balance each-other out. This was
the backbone of the Ancient Egyptians, furthering through time once again with the freemasons.
The Apostles teaching was so obvious and so simple, yet a ground-breaking belief. Imagine how
well-off mankind would be, if we were all, just good?

Has mankind confirmedly shown an inability to desire to believe an act in a manner defined as
good? Preferentially, has Satan legitimately desecrated their souls?

If you’re not part of this 1% who performs pedophile, child sacrifice, are sinfully rich, and
collectively run the western world….then you’re a sheep. You may be a worker to produce money, as
your original Social Security Card is placed in the Federal Reserve, (technically you’re an owned asset of a
company), but

never forget that you’re also considered expendable.

This paper commencement leads towards how we can collectively work on society. Nonetheless,
this paper became overran by the problem of the 1%. Albeit, I tried including them, realizing we should
in a way, come to an agreement. Notwithstanding, their actions towards us have become too harsh. The
Devil Worship Super Bowl Halftime Show, when Brady won his 5th ring, was simply too much. They’ll
never get away with cementing their childish satanic beliefs into society. How unintelligent are these
people to believe murdering small children transfers power into themselves?
There’s only two forces in America that are protecting us right now. They’re both under such
heavy attack that murder sprees have been unleashed across the country! If you’re not onboard with at
least one of these, preferably both, then shut the fuck-up, and get the fuck out.
1] Gun Control

2] Christianity

